worst case scenario: total breakdown of the noise sorce das-r.n.s : constant, i.e. entropy /bit = 0 ... but ... internal r.n.s: good statistical properties!!!
Which random numbers should be tested? (II)
Statistical blackbox tests applied on the internal random numbers will not detect a total breakdown of the noise source (unless the linear complexity profile is tested).
The relevant property is the increase of entropy per random bit.
Example (continued):

Entropy (I)
Fundamental problems: -Entropy is a property of random variables but not of observed random numbers! -"general" entropy estimators do not exist -Entropy cannot be measured as voltage etc.
Consequences:
-at least the distribution class of the underlying random variables has to be known
General demand (-> R2):
-Entropy / random bit should be sufficiently large
Entropy (II)
The das-random numbers should be tested.
Conclusion:
das-random numbers: -may not be equidistributed -may be dependent on predecessors -but there should not be complicated algebraic long-term dependencies (-> math. model of the noise source)
ITSEC and CC ITSEC (Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria) and CC (Common Criteria)
-provide evaluation criteria which shall permit the comparability between independent security evaluations. -A product or system which has been successfully evaluated is awarded with an internationally recognized IT security certificate.
CC: Evaluation of Random Number Generators
ITSEC, CC and the corresponding evaluation manuals do not specify any uniform evaluation criteria for random number generators!
AIS 31: Functionality Classes and Evaluation Methodology for Physical Random Number Generators
In the German evaluation and certification scheme the evaluation guidance document has been effective since 
